
 

5th-6th Grade Reads 
New, Upcoming, & Recommended for Summer 2018 

Chelmsford Public Library 
 

Genre Key 
 

Adventure AD Humor HU 
Animals AN Mystery MY 
Fantasy FA Realistic RE 
Historical Fiction HF Sci-Fi SF 
Horror HR Sports SP 

 

 

Endling: The Last 
by Katherine Applegate 
J/Fic/Applegate 
 
Byx is the youngest member of her pack. Believed to possess remarkable abilities, her 
mythical doglike species has been hunted to near extinction in the war-torn kingdom 
of Nedarra. After her pack is hunted down and killed, Byx fears she may be the last of 
her species. The Endling. So Byx sets out to find safe haven, and to see if the legends 
of other hidden dairnes are true. Along the way, she meets new allies—both animals 
and humans alike—who each have their own motivations for joining her quest.  

  

 

Drum Roll, Please 
by Lisa Jenn Bigelow 
J/Fic/Bigelow 
 
Melly only joined the school band because her best friend, Olivia, begged her to. But 
to her surprise, quiet Melly loves playing the drums. It’s the only time she doesn’t feel 
like a mouse. Now, she and Olivia are about to spend the next two weeks at Camp 
Rockaway, jamming under the stars in the Michigan woods. But this summer brings big 
changes for Melly: her parents split up, her best friend ditches her, and Melly finds 
herself falling for a girl at camp named Adeline. To top it off, Melly's not sure she has 
what it takes to be a real rock 'n' roll drummer. Will she be able to make music from all 
the noise in her heart? 

  

 

Ivy Aberdeen’s Letter to the World 
by Ashley Herring Blake 
J/Fic/Blake 
 
When a tornado rips through town, twelve-year-old Ivy Aberdeen's house is destroyed 
and her family of five is displaced. Ivy feels invisible and ignored in the aftermath of 
the storm--and what's worse, her notebook filled with secret drawings of girls holding 
hands has gone missing. Mysteriously, Ivy's drawings begin to reappear in her locker 
with notes from someone telling her to open up about her identity. Ivy thinks--and 
hopes--that this someone might be her classmate, another girl for whom Ivy has begun 
to develop a crush. Will Ivy find the strength and courage to follow her true feelings? 
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Running on the Roof of the World 
by Jess Butterworth 
J/Fic/Butterworth 
 
“There are two words that are banned in Tibet. Two words that can get you locked in 
prison without a second thought. I watch the soldiers tramping away and call the words 
after them. 'Dalai Lama.'” Tash has to follow many rules to survive in Tibet, a country 
occupied by Chinese soldiers. But when a man sets himself on fire in protest and 
soldiers seize Tash's parents, she and her best friend Sam must break the rules. They 
are determined to escape Tibet—and seek the help of the Dalai Lama himself in India. 
And so, with a backpack of Tash's father's mysterious papers and two trusty yaks by 
their side, their extraordinary journey across the mountains begins. 

  

 

Strange Star 
by Emma Carroll 
Y/Fic/Carroll 
 
One stormy June evening, five friends meet at Villa Diodati, the summer home of Lord 
Byron. After dinner is served, they challenge each other to tell ghost stories that will 
freeze the blood. But one of the guests--Mary Shelley--is stuck for a story to share. 
Then there's an unexpected knock at the front door. Collapsed on the doorstep is a girl 
with strange scars on her face. She has traveled a long way with her own tale to tell, 
and now they all must listen. Hers is no ordinary ghost story, though. What starts as a 
simple tale of village life soon turns to tragedy and the darkest, most dangerous of 
secrets. Sometimes the truth is far more terrifying than fiction… and the consequences 
are even more devastating. 

  

 

The Stone Girl’s Story 
by Sarah Beth Durst 
J/Fic/Durst 
 
Exploring the power of stories and storytelling, Sarah Beth Durst presents the 
mesmerizing adventure of a girl made of living stone who braves unforeseen dangers 
and magical consequences on a crucial quest to save her family. Mayka and her stone 
family were brought to life by the stories etched into their bodies. Now time is eroding 
these vital marks, and Mayka must find a stonemason to recarve them. But the search 
is more complex than she had imagined, and Mayka uncovers a scheme endangering 
all stone creatures. Only someone who casts stories into stone can help—but whom 
can Mayka trust? Where is the stonemason who will save them? 

  

 

 

Like Vanessa 
by Tami Charles 
Y/Fic/Charles 
 
Vanessa Martin's real-life reality of living with family in public housing in Newark, New 
Jersey is a far cry from the glamorous Miss America stage. She struggles with an 
incarcerated mother she barely remembers, a grandfather dealing with addiction and 
her own battle with self-confidence. But when a new teacher at school coordinates a 
beauty pageant and convinces Vanessa to enter, Vanessa's view of her own world 
begins to change. Vanessa discovers that her own self-worth is more than the scores 
of her talent performance and her interview answers, and that she doesn't need a 
crown to be comfortable in her own skin and see her own true beauty. 
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The Serpent’s Secret 
by Sayantani Dasgupta 
J/Fic/Dasgupta 
 
On the morning of her twelfth birthday, Kiranmala is just a regular sixth grader living in 
Parsippany, New Jersey… until her parents mysteriously vanish later that day and a 
rakkhosh demon slams through her kitchen, determined to eat her alive. Turns out 
there might be some truth to her parents’ fantastical stories—like how Kiranmala is a 
real Indian princess. To complicate matters, two Indian princes ring her doorbell, 
insisting they’re here to rescue her. Suddenly, Kiran is swept into another dimension 
full of magic, winged horses, moving maps, and annoying, talking birds. There she must 
solve riddles and slay demons all while avoiding the Serpent King of the underworld 
(who may or may not want to kill her) and the rakkhosh queen (who definitely does). 

  

 

The Super Life of Ben Braver 
by Marcus Emerson 
J/Fic/Emerson 
 
Ben Braver is an ordinary kid. All he wants to do is finish his summer watching awesome 
TV shows and eating his favorite candy. But when some kid screams for help, Ben, like 
his favorite comic book heroes, tries to save the day. Let's just say it ends badly. But it 
does lead him to a secret school where kids with super abilities learn to control their 
powers. Ben's never had any powers—and never thought he could be special. So when 
he's offered a spot at the school, Ben realizes this is his chance to become the 
superhero he's always dreamed of. 

  

 
 

The Rose Legacy 
by Jessica Day George 
J/Fic/George 
 
Orphaned Anthea Cross-Thornley has been shuttled between family members her 
whole life. When she receives a letter from a long-lost uncle, she dares to dream that 
she will finally find a home. Upon her arrival she is shocked to learn that her uncle 
secretly breeds horses—animals that have been forbidden in their kingdom for 
centuries. More alarming is Anthea's strange ability to sense the horses' thoughts and 
feelings, an ancient gift called The Way. Confused and terrified, Anthea is desperate to 
leave, but when dangers arise that put her family and her kingdom at risk, she has no 
choice but to embrace The Way and the exciting future adventures it will bring her.  

  

 

Sorcery for Beginners 
by Matt Harry 
Y/Fic/Harry 
 
Five-hundred years ago, magic began to fade from the world. Sorcerers were hunted 
almost to extinction. Science became the primary system of belief, and the secrets of 
spell-casting were forgotten... until now. Sorcery for Beginners is the true how-to 
manual for returning magic to an uninspired world. It's also the story of Owen 
Macready, a seemingly average 13-year-old who finds himself drawn into a centuries-
long secret war when he uses this book to take on a school bully. But when Owen's 
spell casting draws the attention of a ruthless millionaire and a secret society of anti-
magic mercenaries, he must decide how much he's willing to risk to keep magic alive 
in the world. 
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One True Way 
by Shannon Hitchcock 
J/Fic/Hitchcock 
 
One of the first students Allie meets in her new school is the friendly and popular girl, 
Sam. Through Sam’s connections, Allie is given a chance to write for the school 
newspaper, but much of what could be news is carefully kept out of wraps. Away from 
peering eyes and the pages of the paper. She starts by writing an article about Sam, 
interviewing her basketball coach and going to her house to meet her family. As they 
settle into their new community, Allie and Sam's friendship begins to grow into 
something that might look like a crush. Others in their small town don't acknowledge 
that two of the women teachers at their school live together, and most who do say it's 
wrong. But if that's true, why do Allie and Sam feel so right when they are together? 

  

 

Knockout 
by K.A. Holt 
J/Fic/Holt 
 
Levi just wants to be treated like a typical kid. As a baby, he had a serious disease that 
caused him respiratory issues. He's fine now, but his mom and overprotective brother 
still think of him as damaged, and his schoolmates see him as the same class clown he's 
always been. He feels stuck. So when his dad—divorced from his mom—suggests he 
take up boxing, he falls in love with the sport. And when he finds out about a school 
with a killer boxing team and a free-study curriculum, it feels like he's found a ticket to 
a new Levi. But how can he tell his mom about boxing? And how can he convince his 
family to set him free? 

  

 

Blooming at the Texas Sunrise Motel 
by Kimberly Willis Holt 
J/Fic/Holt 
 
Twelve-year-old Stevie's world changes drastically when her parents are tragically 
killed and she is forced to live with her estranged grandfather at his run-down motel. 
After failed attempts to connect with her grandfather, Stevie befriends the colorful 
motel tenants and neighbors. Together, they decide to bring some color and life to the 
motel by planting a flower garden, against Stevie's grandfather's wishes. It will take 
Stevie's departure before her grandfather realizes just how needed she is by everyone. 

  

 

The Parker Inheritance 
by Varian Johnson 
J/Fic/Johnson 
 
The letter waits in a book, in a box, in an attic, in an old house in Lambert, South 
Carolina. It's waiting for Candice Miller. When Candice finds the letter, she isn't sure 
she should read it. It's addressed to her grandmother, after all, who left Lambert in a 
cloud of shame. But the letter describes a young woman named Siobhan Washington. 
An injustice that happened decades ago. A mystery enfolding the letter-writer. And the 
fortune that awaits the person who solves the puzzle. Grandma tried and failed. But 
now Candice has another chance. So with the help of Brandon Jones, the quiet boy 
across the street, she begins to decipher the clues in the letter. 
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Ice Wolves (Elementals #1) 
by Amie Kaufman 
Y/Fic/Kaufman 
 
Everyone in Vallen knows that ice wolves and scorch dragons are sworn enemies who 
live deeply separate lives. So when twelve-year-old orphan Anders takes one elemental 
form and his twin sister, Rayna, takes another, he wonders whether they are even 
related. Still, whether or not they’re family, Rayna is Anders’s only true friend. She’s 
nothing like the brutal, cruel dragons who claimed her as one of their own and stole 
her away. In order to rescue her, Anders must enlist at the foreboding Ulfar Academy, 
a school for young wolves that values loyalty to the pack above all else. But for Anders, 
loyalty is more complicated than obedience, and friendship is the most powerful 
shapeshifting force of all. 

  

 
 

The Science of Breakable Things 
by Tae Keller 
J/Fic/Keller 
 
How do you grow a miracle? For the record, this is not the question Mr. Neely is looking 
for when he says everyone in class must answer an important question using the 
scientific method. But Natalie's botanist mother is suffering from depression, so this is 
The Question that's important to Natalie. When Mr. Neely suggests that she enter an 
egg drop competition, Natalie has hope. Eggs are breakable. Hope is not. Natalie has a 
secret plan for the prize money. She's going to fly her mother to see the Cobalt Blue 
Orchids—flowers that survive against impossible odds. The magical flowers are sure to 
inspire her mother to love life again.  

  

 
 

A World Below 
by Wesley King 
J/Fic/King 
 
Mr. Baker’s eighth grade class thought they were in for a normal field trip to Carlsbad 
Caverns in New Mexico. But when an earthquake hits, their field trip takes a terrifying 
turn. The students are plunged into an underground lake, and their teacher goes 
missing. They have no choice but to try and make their way back above ground. The 
darkness brings out everyone’s true self. Supplies dwindle and tensions mount. 
Meanwhile, Eric has always been a social no one, preferring to sit at the back of the 
class and spend evenings alone. Now, he finds himself separated from his class, totally 
by himself underground. That is, until he meets an unexpected stranger. 

  

 
 

Out of Left Field 
by Ellen Klages 
J/Fic/Klages 
 
Every boy in the neighborhood knows Katy Gordon is their best pitcher, even though 
she's a girl. But when she tries out for Little League, it's a whole different story. Girls 
are not eligible, period. It is a boy's game and always has been. It's not fair, and Katy's 
going to fight back. Inspired by what she's learning about civil rights in school, she sets 
out to prove that she's not the only girl who plays baseball.  
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Echo’s Sister 
by Paul Mosier 
J/Fic/Mosier 
 
Twelve-year-old El has planned on making her first week at a new school fantastic. She 
won’t go by her given name, Laughter. She’ll sit in the back of the classroom where she 
can make new friends. She won’t even have time to think about all the fun her old 
friends are having without her. Everything will be great. But when her dad picks her up 
after school and tells her that her younger sister, Echo, has a life-threatening illness, 
her world is suddenly turned upside down. And with her parents now pressed for time 
and money, El feels lost and powerless. Then she befriends Octavius, the only other kid 
in school who gets what she’s going through. 

  

 

The Miscalculations of Lightning Girl 
By Stacy McAnulty 
J/Fic/McAnulty 
 
Lucy Callahan was struck by lightning. She doesn't remember it, but it changed her life 
forever. The zap gave her genius-level math skills, and ever since, Lucy has been 
homeschooled. Now, at 12 years old, she's technically ready for college. She just has 
to pass 1 more test—middle school! Lucy's grandma insists: Go to middle school for 1 
year. Make 1 friend. Join 1 activity. And read 1 book (that's not a math textbook!). 
Lucy's not sure what a girl who does calculus homework for fun can possibly learn in 
7th grade. She has everything she needs at home, where nobody can make fun of her 
rigid routines or her superpowered brain. The equation of Lucy's life has already been 
solved. Unless there's been a miscalculation? 

  

 

A Dash of Trouble (Love Sugar Magic #1) 
by Anna Meriano 
Y/Fic/Meriano 
 
Leonora’s family owns the most beloved bakery in Rose Hill, Texas. Leo hopes that this 
might be the year that she gets to help prepare for the big Dia de los Muertos 
celebration—but, once again, she is told she’s too young. Sneaking out of school and 
down to the bakery, she discovers that her mother, aunt, and four older sisters have in 
fact been keeping a big secret: they’re brujas—witches of Mexican ancestry—who pour 
a little bit of sweet magic into everything that they bake. Leo knows that she has 
magical ability as well and is more determined than ever to join the family business—
even if she can’t let her mama and hermanas know about it yet. And when her best 
friend, Caroline, has a problem that needs solving, Leo has the perfect opportunity to 
try out her craft. It’s just one little spell, after all…what could possibly go wrong? 

  
 
 

 

Kat and Meg Conquer the World 
by Anna Priemaza 
Y/Fic/Priemaza 
 
Kat and Meg couldn’t be more different. Kat’s anxiety makes it hard for her to talk to 
people. Meg hates being alone, but her ADHD keeps pushing people away. But when 
the two girls are thrown together for a year-long science project, they discover they 
do have one thing in common: They’re both obsessed with the same online gaming 
star and his hilarious videos. It might be the beginning of a beautiful friendship—if 
they don’t kill each other first. 
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The House that Lou Built 
by Jewell Parker Rhodes 
Y/Fic/Rhodes 
 
Lou Bulosan-Nelson is going to build her dream. She shares a room with her mom in 
her grandmother's house in San Francisco, and longs for a place of her own where she 
can escape her lovable but large extended Filipino family. Lou has a talent for 
woodshop class and creating projects, and plans to build a tiny house, 100 square feet, 
all her own, on land that she inherited from her dad, who died before she was born. 
Then Lou discovers it's not so easy to build one, but she won't give up on her dream—
and her friends and family won’t either. 

  
 
 

 

Ghost Boys 
by Jewell Parker Rhodes 
Y/Fic/Rhodes 
 
Twelve-year-old Jerome is shot by a police officer who mistakes his toy gun for a real 
threat. As a ghost, he observes the devastation that’s been unleashed on his family and 
community in the wake of what they see as an unjust and brutal killing. Soon Jerome 
meets another ghost: Emmett Till, a boy from a very different time but similar 
circumstances. Emmett helps Jerome process what has happened, on a journey 
towards recognizing how historical racism may have led to the events that ended his 
life. Jerome also meets Sarah, the daughter of the police officer, who grapples with her 
father’s actions.  

  
 
 

 

Skavenger’s Hunt 
by Mike Rich 
J/Fic/Rich 
 
After young Henry Babbitt tragically loses his father, he can't help but remember the 
promises of the great adventures they would now never take. Then, on a snowy 
Christmas Eve, his grandfather reveals that he's tracked down a series of mysterious 
century-old clues left by Hunter S. Skavenger, the eccentric magnate who launched the 
first and greatest scavenger hunt. Hours later, on Christmas Day, Henry finds himself 
magically transported back to 1885, where he teams up with a ragtag band of 
youngsters in a quest to solve Skavenger's elaborate puzzle. From New York to the 
Mississippi riverboats to the streets of old Paris, Henry and his new friends face off not 
only against brilliant competing teams, but also Skavenger's own dark and elusive 
nemesis: Hiram Doubt. 

  

 

A Problematic Paradox 
by Eliot Sappingfeld 
J/Fic/Sappingfeld 
 
Nikola Kross has given up on living in harmony with classmates and exasperated 
teachers: she prefers dabbling in experimental chemistry to fitting in. But when her life 
is axially inverted by a gang of extraterrestrials who kidnap her dad and attempt to 
recruit her into their service, she discovers he's been keeping a world of secrets from 
her—including the school for geniuses where she's sent for refuge. For Nikola, the hard 
part isn't school, it's making friends, especially when the student body isn't (entirely) 
human.  
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Black Panther: The Young Prince 
by Ronald L. Smith 
Y/Fic/Smith 
 
Life is comfortable for twelve-year-old T'Challa in his home of Wakanda, an isolated, 
technologically advanced African nation. When he's not learning how to rule a kingdom 
from his father—the reigning Black Panther—or testing out the latest tech, he's off 
breaking rules with his best friend, M'Baku. But as conflict brews near Wakanda, 
T'Challa's father makes a startling announcement: he's sending T'Challa and M'Baku to 
school in America, and they've been enrolled at South Side Middle School in the heart 
of Chicago. Despite being given a high-tech suit and a Vibranium ring to use only in case 
of an emergency, T'Challa realizes he might not be as equipped to handle life in 
America as he thought. 

   

 

Smart Cookie 
by Elly Swartz 
Y/Fic/Swartz 
 
Frankie knows she’ll be in big trouble if Dad discovers she secretly posted a dating 
profile for him online. But she’s determined to find him a wife, even if she ends up 
grounded for life. Frankie wants what she had before Mom died. But Operation Mom 
is harder to pull off than Frankie expects. None of the Possibles are very mom-ish, the 
B&B’s guests keep canceling, Frankie’s getting the silent treatment from her once best 
friend, and there’s a maybe-ghost hanging around. Worst of all, Gram and Dad are 
definitely hiding secrets of their own. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Read, loved, and recommended by your librarian, Sara. 
Check them out at the public library today! 
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